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F. Scott Fitzgerald treats boredom as a tactic of
seduction, resistance, wish, and aggression in
Tender is the Night. Always prone to speculate on
the tedium vitae of the wealthy and the famous in
his novels, Fitzgerald fumed when readers
referred to his characters as trivial.1 Boredom, I
believe, varies from epoch to epoch in
signif
icance and origins. It is contingent on such fac
tors as class, war, education, urbanity, etiquette,
nationality, and age. Triviality is, however, one
way that boredom declares itself. Dick and
Nicole Diver, the protagonists of Tender is the
their boredom in anxious travelling,
drunken sorties, and
chitchat. Not sure
how to be productive, they posture on the beach
at Cannes and in the streets of
Picking up
their aimlessness, Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings,
in an otherwise laudatory letter, irked Fitzgerald
by claiming that
dealt with "trivial people in
trivial situations" (qtd. in Kuehl and Bryer 193).
Fitzgerald begged his editor to avoid advertis
ing for the book that mentioned "the phrase
'Riviera' or 'gay resort'" because
evoke "the triviality of which I am so often
accused" (Kuehl and Bryer 192). Instead of
glamorizing the frivolous, Fitzgerald probes fac
s, both capitalistic and psychological, that
early
make Americans abroad
fall prey to indolence.
Dick Diver, after
success, drifts into
otium. Fitzgerald, in a letter to Edmund Wilson
acknowledging that Dick's choice of psychiatry
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as a profession ruins him, calls his tragic hero "an ‘homme épuisé,' not
only an 'homme manqué,'" an exhausted man, not just a
one (The
Crack-Up 278). Dick exhausts himself
prodigally squandering his
intellectual and emotional resources. Raking seaweed from
beach
day after day near Cannes, as his prototype Gerald Murphy did in the
1920s (Tomkins 41; Vaill 1), Dick is studiously bored.2 His labors are
Sisyphean: the seaweed returns; the beach remains in disarray. Not all
states of boredom, however, are alike. Indeed, it might be better to
speak of "boredoms"
signify the diverse origins and effects of such
states of mind. Tommy Barban hides a violent temper behind a mask of
boredom, whereas Nicole endorses boredom as a cure for illness. Some
times momentary inertia arises from living through routines or being at
loose ends. Such boredom ceases. By contrast, profound boredom par
alyzes the
It is interminable. Despite the various formations
boredom in Tender is the
no one takes boredom very seriously, not
even those characters who suffer acutely from
For these charac
ters, boredom expresses intangible desires. Knowing that psychoana
lyst Dick Diver sympathizes too much with the anguish of his patient
Nicole, the reader listens to the exchanges about illness and money,
party-going and party-giving, with a psychiatric ear that duplicates the
transfer of symptoms from patient to doctor. Because Dick Diver treats
pathologies of the mind, the novel solicits psychoanalytic interpretation
of the etiology and therapeutic advantages of tedium. Tender is the Night
offers contradictory principles of boredom that add up to a pseudo
Freudian case study of desire, loathing, anxiety, expectation, and dread.
No single interpretation governs the
kinds of boredom that sur
face in the novel.
network of various boredoms mutually sustain
and contradict each other.
1. Boredom is the anticipation of,

wish for, a desire.

"Perhaps I have bored you/" Nicole worries in a letter to Dick (124). In
the first flushes of their correspondence, when she is an adolescent
patient at a Swiss sanitarium and he has enlisted to serve in World War
I,
cardinal sin may be to bore the recipient of a letter. Later, while
married, she feels entitled to bore him as much as he bores her.
therapy concludes when she
longer bothers
worry about his feel
ings at all. But in this early letter, she regrets that a symptom of her ill
ness, sensitivity to Dick's feelings, so openly declares itself. Sympathy
must be cauterized to
anxiety about falling in love. Simultaneous
ly, she hopes that something will come of
letter: that handsome Dick
Diver will rescue her by treating
as a patient, or that she will dis
cover love not tainted by incest.
In contrast to Dick's alcoholism and outbursts of violence, which
have
clear-cut source, the cause of Nicole's distress is unambiguous.
Nicole's doting father transgressed
taboo of incest and seduced his
daughter. Nicole's erotic subjectivity arises in negative response to
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paternal lust. She is rehabilitated when she can express a desire that
does not mirror her father's deviant passion, when she is no longer the
mere object of masculine attention. As Katherine Cummings suggests,
such a cure involves another seduction, "which inevitably leads to
transference. In more complete terms, it
there because, at mini
mum, seduction provides a source, the subject, and the style of a thera
peutic relation that has often been theorized as a father-daughter entan
glement" (236).
father's seduction of his daughter requires that she
see, in order to recuperate a sense of self, "some feminine desire, some
desire for a masculine body that does not re-spect [sic] the Father's law,"
as Jane Gallop says about the general philosophical and psychological
quandaries of daughterly complicity and resistance (50). Nicole's trans
ference of symptoms onto Dick transforms "unacceptable" seduction
within the family
an "acceptable" form outside the family, even
though Dick, considerably older than Nicole, combines elements of two
paternal figures — father and psychiatrist. Seducing Dick might, as a
therapeutic event for Nicole, cancel or minimize the effects of her
father's incestuous seduction of her. On the other
she needs to
eliminate all traces of paternal seduction from her amorous life. That
means she must ultimately reject Dick as well. Her clinical treatment
unfolds as a period of
during which one desire disintegrates (her
father's) and another forms (her own). When Nicole leaves Dick
Tommy Barban, she fulfills
mandate of her therapy by repelling
desires and acting of
accord. Or so it
Tommy has
always made an open secret of
passion for Nicole. "Tommy is in
love with me" (162), she remarks in an interior monologue years before
she returns his affection.
permits his amorous attentions until she
in them an alternative to life with Dick. Nicole transmutes victim
ization and passivity into a kind of eros that allows her to be slightly
detached from, slightly bored by, the man she loves.
In
fifty or so letters she sends to Dick during the war, Nicole does
not find the means of expressing desire, and she worries that any man
ifestation of interest
her part will drive him away. "Perhaps I have
bored you" means "perhaps I have discouraged you," because mascu
line desire, in her mind, precedes and supersedes feminine desire.
Bored, she awaits the formation of female desire. To bore Dick also
means to impose her incipient desires on him. When she later realizes
that Dick is a hopeless alcoholic and that she has outgrown him, she fig
ures her attitude as the ghostly haunting of the present with the promis
es of the future: "The figures of Dick and herself, mutating, undefined,
appeared as spooks caught up into a fantastic dance" (279-80). She wel
comes change as a "fresh breeze" (280), disquieting not because she
fears change, but simply because she does not know what shape her
destiny will take. She anticipates a probable future, whereas Dick, hav
renounced his profession and his research, directs himself
an impossible past. Nicole outgrows her ennui by accepting change,
while Dick remains mired in ennui because he has
object to which he
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can lash his intellect. Facing his glorious past, Dick can only be bored,
if we define boredom as an expectation of desire fulfilled in the future.
Arthur Schopenhauer argues that boredom and suffering define the
two poles of human existence: boredom urges us to have desires and to
establish goals. But once those goals are fulfilled we relapse into the
boredom of satiety; if the goals are not fulfilled, we suffer from boredom
brought
by deprivation and frustration (Schopenhauer 293-96). This
schema accounts for Dick's and Nicole's ennui in Tender is the Night,
though their malaise falls within the discourse of psychoanalysis rather
than philosophy. Nicole's transference of symptoms onto Dick serves as
the "representation of an unconscious desire to rebuild a parent" (Silhol
55) whether a missing mother or an idealized, unthreatening father.3
Eros cures Nicole when she learns that "she need never commit her
self
anything" (Way 140) and that her romance with Tommy is a con
venience, not a passion. It frees her from Dick. It satisfies sensual plea
sure without demanding intellectual engagement.
the other hand,
Dick evades erotic engagement altogether, except furtive dalliances,
which plunge him into perturbation. If seduction is the means to cure
for Nicole, it inculpates Doctor Diver whose
can occur only by
resisting seduction.
In his memoir Palimpsest,
Vidal claims that he has
"a life
long passion for bores" (373), the kind who repeat platitudes and con
versational set-pieces,
kind
button-hole hapless listeners at par
and drone
for hours.
monologist induces stupor in a listen
er by not heeding clues of inattention or by not soliciting a retort. The
moment is therapeutic for both talker and listener because the talker
discharges whatever preoccupies him, and the listener can reflect on
other things while pretending to pay attention. Bored, we scope the
room while listening with a half-cocked ear. People with whom we
share
ambitions,
interests, and
conversation weary us. In the
absence of common ground, dreariness seizes the mind. Adam Phillips,
in
essay
the quiescent life, "On Being Bored," calls boredom "that
state of suspended anticipation in which things are started and nothing
begins, the mood of diffuse restlessness which contains that most
absurd and paradoxical wish, the wish for a desire" (68). In particular,
children beseech their parents for alleviation from boredom. Mommy,
I'm bored. What's there to do? "'What shall we do tomorrow? / What shall
we
do?' /
hot water at ten. And if it rains, a
car at four,"
the febrile conversation in "A Game of Chess," the second part of
T. S. Eliot's The Waste Land (65).
spell of boredom holds children
and adults alike in a restive state where they have nothing to do, no
wish that they can even attempt achieve, no
towards which they
aim desire. Boredom, like the long stretch of vacant hours
Sunday
afternoons, lacks a horizon. Boredom is allied to proximate emotions
such as anxiety, rage, depression, and fidgetiness. Masking irritation or
anxiety, we let ourselves feel bored in order to disperse uncivil moods.
Vice versa, "pain, fear, anger" distract us from boredom and fill up the
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void left by having nothing to think about (Healy 59).
Absence of a goal raises the problem of the origin of desire. Does
boredom exist because one does not have a desire, or does boredom
exist because amorphous desire has
explicit outlet? Otto Fenichel, in
an essay on boredom published in the same year as Tender is the Night,
points out that boredom emerges at the boundary between inner and
outer worlds. We are bored when external stimuli do not gratify us:
"When the outer world does not excite him [the subject] withdraws his
libido
it" (Fenichel 294). Unsure what to expect, unaware that he
or she is even expecting anything, the adult converts "boredom into
waiting" (Phillips 78). Prior to desire or demand, prior to the state when
longing replaces unfocussed restlessness, the child or adult experiences
the tedium of waiting without knowing what object might bring fulfill
ment. This is not the kind of waiting that Barthes describes in A Lover's
Discourse, a period of détente that induces apathy, anger, passivity, com
putation of lost minutes. Barthes claims that "wherever there is waiting
there is transference" (40), an immediate and aggressive response to
delay. Grown-up boredom means waiting without expectation of an
end, acknowledging that a lover's company inspires further tedium, not
relief. Walter Benjamin, filing notes for
Arcades Project in
1930s,
points out that "endless waiting thus makes the finality of fate seem
appealing" (Buck-Morss 104). Nothing guarantees that "the finality
fate" will arrive. In Tender is the
waiting, as a manifestation
has no delimitation. No one will alleviate the
of expecta
tion; no lover will curtail the misery of existential waiting. Dick Diver
lives in stagnant "awaiting" (256), the narrator declares. This "await
ing" has
bearing
work or health; it is "simply
awaiting" (25657). Dick
without knowing what he expects. He lacks something
and revels in his lack.
Notwithstanding Lacan's conception of desire as insatiable lack
attenuated by language, being bored is a state in which one may not
experience lack at all. Boredom may be a gap in attention or desire.
Boredom need not be expressed in language, even though bored people
tend to share their condition by articulating it. Boredom, in Schopen
hauer's terms, may be satiety that does not get disgorged in language or
activity. As Adam Phillips claims, boredom in children is the wish for a
desire imposed from without. I'm bored. Tell me what I ought to think
about. Mobilize my fantasies.
child, in beseeching the parent
relief, demands some shaping of identity, some conversion of polymor
phous expectation
single-minded goal.
children, like bored
s, want to have their imaginations
to stimulated and regulated by
external forces. Moreover, such vocal demands resemble conversations
between bores and auditors, as well as conversations between patients
and psychoanalysts. In the talking cure, speech marshals desires; the
analysand might achieve insight at the risk of boring the analyst, just as
a bore might baffle desires in order
neutralize them. Both forms
talking involve disengagement, whether professional or casual.
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Dick's initial encounters with Nicole share these characteristics.
Although he tries to master his erotic attraction to her by using irony
and by absenting himself from "felicity a while" (145), he succumbs to
her because she designates him as her lover. When they first meet after
the war, she enwraps
with her gaze. She unfastens "her eyes from
his with difficulty, as though they
become entangled" (134). Dick,
who wants to
loved, "if he could fit it in" (133), passively accepts
Nicole's scopic homage. Yet love is also the beginning
superficiality
for him. While he
Kaethe Gregorovius, wife of his colleague, he
feels restless and simultaneously hates "himself too for this incipience
of he knew not what superficiality" (133). Dick
women because
he cannot prevent himself from doing so. No clinical term
the
pathology of charm. He rightly intuits that Kaethe thinks him an
unworthy medical practitioner. His charm cannot undo her judgment of
him. Bypassing his professional obligation to listen and advise with
regard to Nicole, he behaves according to an erotic plan that inducts
him over the first threshold of boredom, the threshold
superficiality,
which is also the threshold
love.

2. Boredom derives from a failure to fulfill ambition

talent.

In Shakespeare's Sonnet 129, the "expense of spirit" doubly refers to
seminal ejaculation and to élan vital depleted in the pursuit
pleasure.
This poem makes boredom a fall-back position
both the attainment
and the non-attainment
desires. I
not get what I wanted, so I am
bored; I got what I wanted, so now I am bored. Though the desiring speak
er this sonnet may search everywhere, even "past reason," for fulfill
ment, lust provokes a contradictory state
wanting and repudiating:
"Had, having, and in quest to have, extreme; / A bliss in proof, and
proved, a very woe, / Before, a joy proposed; behind, a dream" (Shake
speare 1753). Dick Diver assumes the posture
the ineffectual hus
band, father, and lover throughout Tender is the Night because he never
fulfills
early promise to become "a good psychologist — maybe to
the greatest one that
lived" — as he says he wishes to be (132).
Boredom becomes a ruse that substitutes
failed ambition. Worse
than not fulfilling his career aims, Dick fails to figure out what his wish
es are beyond doing well at college. To
the best psychologist
the
world is a laudable goal, but a goal so lofty that attaining it becomes a
puzzle. What constitutes being "the greatest" psychologist ever? Unat
tainable ideals thwart his ambition.
In this novel sprinkled with references to Freud — Dick hurries to
Vienna
1916 for fear that "the great Freud would eventually succumb
to an aeroplane bomb" (115) — a Freudian interpretation of Dick's char
acter might serve as a case
of someone ruined by early success.
Freud begins Beyond the Pleasure Principle with the assumption that we
manipulate events in order to avoid "unpleasure" (1) and to produce
pleasure. He recapitulates this finding in a remarkable essay
people
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undone by worldly success. Freud writes that "psychoanalytic work
has furnished us with the
that people fall ill a neurosis as a result
frustration. The frustration meant is that satisfaction
their libidinal desires" ("Some Characters" 162). However, Freud describes sev
anomalous cases, mostly culled from literary works such as Macbeth
and Rosmersholm, to prove that people develop illnesses "precisely
because a deeply-rooted and long-cherished wish has come to fulfill
ment" ("Some Characters" 164). Neurosis arises,
these instances,
when goals are perversely achieved, not defied. Guilty early
such as winning a Rhodes scholarship and publishing psychoanalytic
investigations that supply him with modest royalties
the rest of his
life, Dick does not become the greatest psychologist ever, but he suc
ceeds spectacularly well at a young age. Everyone in New Haven calls
"lucky Dick" (116). Yet Dick, according to Elkins, his American
house-mate in Vienna, has something too "intact" about him. "z[H]e
must be
intact, even faintly destroyed," claims Elkins (116). Dick
concurs. "The price of his intactness was incompleteness" (117), which
he identifies as an American trait. "Intactness," as a non-specific quali
ty, sums up his innocence and idealism. "Intactness" also implies that
has
need
love. He is complete within himself and therefore
incomplete by the standards of romance. Self-sufficiency, measured
against the romantic status quo, which dictates that everyone must feel
love
order to be whole, becomes a liability,
a deficiency for
Dick. His intelligence allows him to see his inadequacies of knowledge,
for instance, but his American "intactness"
from remedying
those inadequacies. Dick senses
incompleteness in love and in
knowledge, and by trying to rectify his incompleteness, he ruins him
self. Already lucky and charming, Dick tries to make himself European
and original as well. His frustration then becomes an attitude that
defends
from too much success and from the full knowledge of his
failure. When
prevents
from behaving angrily, he retreats
into sulkiness and attitudes of boredom. At one and the same time, such
a pose proves he is different from everyone else, and that he
failed
to make himself different from everyone else. He is left to his own com
pany.
3.

seeks company.

It is hard to
bored alone. Boredom demands that someone
adopt
your state of being. Alone, the narcissist has only himself to admire.
is much better to have someone
amplify narcissism with the sup
plement of ga-ga appreciation. Hence, the gathering of expatriate
Americans on the beach near Cannes, next to Gausse's hotel, is an
assembly of people either trying to become famous, or trying to exercise
their ambitions on each other.
arrival of movie
Rosemary Hoyt
among
group causes the Americans to direct attention at her and
also to reconfigure their relationships to each other. Who is most tai-
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ented: child star Rosemary, washed-up psychiatrist Dick, has-been com
poser
North, or whiny novelist Albert McKisco? Who merits talking
to? Why do fans mysteriously abase themselves to screen idols? Bore
dom expresses itself in seaside intrigues and the ironing out of a hierar
chy of
and talent. Gossip and movie-making mask a fundamental
recognition that ennui underlies
modern life.
4. Boredom is a by-product of capitalism.

holiday from filming, Rosemary finds the beach party inane because
it has no direction. She "had been brought up with the idea of work"
(40) and spends only "money she has earned" (54). Holidays are novel
ties for her. A holiday, we might say, provides structured boredom. The
vacationer knows that the holiday will end and a schedule will resume.
When Rosemary and her mother first arrive
the beach, Rosemary
feels only the weight of "lull" (14), the staleness of perpetual relaxation.
"Only those who have been handed over to boredom are not pressed
and plagued by time," writes Schopenhauer (292). But Rosemary, who
wants to leave as soon as she
there, is merely on vacation. She is
not obliged to stay. Profound boredom, by comparison a lull, has no
foreseeable conclusion. Dick suffers from the former; Rosemary, the lat
ter.
On the beach, relaxed Rosemary begins to fall in love with Dick. The
beach, as a geographical location, is an edge where anything might hap
pen. A
is a liminal space, "a margin or a place of change" (Doody
321).
modernist beach is the quintessential scene of romance and
frustration, where J. Alfred Prufrock strolls with
trousers rolled up
and listens to mermaids, where Leopold Bloom dawdles obscenely
Ulysses, where Minta loses her grandmother's Victorian brooch in To the
Lighthouse.
city-dweller escapes the metropolis for the seaside. The
beach allows indulgence in reverie, a momentary loss of self. Removed
from the constraints of work, the modern beach-goer enjoys the bore
dom of temporary leisure. Rivers are surrogates for sea-sides, like the
Seine in Georges Seurat's painting, "Sunday Afternoon on the Island
the Grande Jatte." In the background of most of Seurat's canvases, fac
tory chimneys spew smoke into the pellucid Paris atmosphere, a
reminder that leisure is contingent
having a job. Even at leisure,
Parisians cannot completely leave behind the work that defines their
routines.
Sandor Ferenczi, in 1919, observed a phenomenon of neurotic agita
tion among several of his patients. Symptoms of despair and fretfulness
manifested themselves
a week — on Sundays. Boredom, in other
on Ferenczi concludes in the
s, is a symptom of capitalist routine.
essay, "Sunday Neuroses," that on appointed holidays, "we are our own
masters and feel ourselves free from all the fetters that the duties and
compulsions of circumstances impose
us" (176).
trepidation
experienced by workers who have Sundays off — the compulsion to
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devise schedules and beguile leisure hours with activities — springs
from a fear that
schedule really displaces endless free time. Beyond
the suspended
of a two-week vacation
the horror of life with
out partitions, the terror of perpetual freedom, of, say, a permanent
vacation at the beach, such as the wealthy Divers experience.
capitalism expresses itself in the experience of abundance.
Georg Simmel writes in "The Metropolis and Mental Life" that cities
demand myriad mental responses and emotional adjustments. Excita
tion leads, ultimately, to blasé behavior: "a life in boundless pursuit
pleasure makes one blasé because it agitates the nerves to their strongest
reactivity for such a long time that they finally cease to react at all" (Sim
According to Simmel, capitalism deadens the appetite
pleasure.
proliferation of commodities creates a category of undif
ferentiated consumers, at the same time as such proliferation implants
new varieties of
among consumers, desires that were never
before suspected but that advertisements instill. Capitalism levels dif
ferences among shoppers and thereby inaugurates modernity, in which
everyone, without exception, can be bored by
routines of con
sumerism: getting, spending, relaxing. The dividend of consumer
expectation in commodity culture is the charm of exhausted desires.
One purchases because one knows that the thrill of owning a commod
will wear off, and the shopper will have to go forth again to make
another consumer conquest.4
Inexhaustibly wealthy, Nicole spends in sprees in Tender is the Night,
buying things of no use herself, just for the sheer
of having them:
"She bought colored beads, folding beach cushions, artificial flowers,
honey, a guest bed,
love birds, miniatures for a doll's house
and three yards of
new cloth the color of prawns. She bought a
dozen bathing suits, a rubber alligator, a traveling
set" (55), and so
on.
desire to shop, as a symptom and fulfillment of boredom,
becomes conflated with the extravagance of purchasing beyond
Thinking perhaps of Emma Bovary's insatiable demand for silk
liqueurs and
shopping sensations, Walter Benjamin wittily likens
boredom to a cloak in The Arcades Project: "Boredom is a warm gray fab
ric lined
the inside with the most lustrous and colorful of silks. In
this fabric we wrap ourselves when we dream. We are at home then in
the arabesques of
lining" (105-6). Like a cloak, boredom shields its
wearer from too much contact with the
from
much agitation
of the
Georg Simmel's conception of enervation in
metropolis points to
another aspect of boredom, namely, that boredom has designated
venues, and in
venues, romance blossoms.
department
stores, museums, seasides, riverbanks, dance-halls, movie theaters, all
become places legitimated by
off — locations that Ferenczi's Sun
day neurotics might eschew. Within a capitalist dialectic of free time
and clock-punching, one finds objects of romance during moments of
leisure. At work, one tries to remain concentrated on the task at
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and not fall in love. One goes to Coney Island, or Central Park, or the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, or Loews, or the Riviera to establish new
erotic pairings.
modernist beach in particular exists as a place
peek-a-boo voyeurism. While on vacation at the sea-side, men and
women look at each other without recrimination. Rosemary, when she
first arrives in Cannes, has
place on the beach because she wants
nothing, and does not yet know that she ought to engage in romantic
contretemps.
stands outside the economy of desire as regulated by
ennui.
the beach, she begins to renounce her mother and learn how
to love Dick. At this
we begin to see the healthful benefits of bore
dom. Rosemary's boredom is an act of refusal of others' games and gos
sip. Boredom denies someone else's libidinal interests. Boredom may
hide anxiety, but it may also suggest repudiation of norms that are anti
thetical to our own. "Even taken in the narrower realm of cultural
reception," writes Fredric Jameson, comparing clinical definitions of
boredom to aesthetic responses, "boredom with a particular kind
work or style or content can always be used productively as a precious
symptom of our
existential, ideological, and cultural practices, and
their threat to our
rationalizations about the nature and value
art" (72). Boredom exposes prevalent notions of fashion and ideology.
Rosemary shakes up the lives of the beach-dwellers, who are, in any
waiting querulously for some change to come along. Rosemary
dispels boredom in the very places it is supposed to flourish.
5. Boredom is a prelude to love.

As a psychiatrist, Dick Diver practices professional disengagement, a
condition of boredom sanctioned by
training, in which
attempts
not to respond to impulses of transference and counter-transference
implicit in his doctor-patient relationship with Nicole Warren. His
attention,
does not just hover. His clinical disinterest slackens.
His romantic intentions towards Nicole become acute as she flirts with
him.
plays new gramophone songs for him and leads him to the top
of an Alp in a funicular. What
always been for him a professional
obligation — to exercise neutrality with regard his patient — becomes
instead romantic obligation sanctioned by Nicole's sister and invited by
Nicole herself. He sees Nicole,
patient, as a producer of boredom.
He
Nicole, his girlfriend, as the object of his boredom. He allows
himself to be bored by her because
wants to relent in his drive to a
successful career and find
for love. For Dick, boredom serves as a
precondition of romance. In the absence of specific desire, she encour
his attention. He is supposed to be professionally bored while lis
tening to her; while married,
can scarcely discern where romance
begins and disinterest leaves off. In order to fall in love with Dick,
Nicole must overcome the trauma caused by incest and relax into the
"cure" of boredom. Her love for Dick is transitional, a way of defying
father's desires and establishing desires of her own. In other words,
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her love for Dick cures because it combines paternalism with disinterest.
According to this
marriage is the ultimate remedy for love, not the
fulfillment of love. Marriage gets Nicole out of her static situation
having guilty desires. Therapeutically speaking, "bore me" means
"cure me." "Bore me" means "love me. "
6. Boredom seeks an objective correlative.

For the sufferer of
something
which to hook desires must
come
mind or come into view. In this sense, boredom is principal
ly a visual event, "the fading of the appetite of the eye" (Leader 238).
origins of romance between Dick and Nicole are scopic, as are the
origins of romance between Dick and Rosemary. Nicole sends snap
shots of herself in letters to Dick (150). Scopic pleasure is magnified by
the cinematic references in the novel, specifically the screening of Rose
acclaimed film Daddy's Girl, which Rosemary herself arranges to
show to her friends at a Paris studio. If boredom is fatigue of the eye (it
need not be exclusively that), then Hollywood
is the ne plus
of disdainful, nonchalant mindlessness. Cinematic
— to which the
spectator, beguiled by Greta Garbo, Gene Tierney, Victor Mature,
Leonardo DiCaprio, or
cathects desires — give pleasure or no
longer give pleasure according to the receptivity of the spectator. Ado
ration at the movies is always contingent: it can be granted or with
drawn according to the caprice of the viewer. Not to care anymore
about whether amusement at the movies brings pleasure signifies a
transit
tedium. We channel boredom into cinematic or televisual
representations. Projected images siphon off the feeling of free-floating
ennui that we
to discharge, even as
images exacerbate symp
toms of
This begs the question of why people are not bored
often than they claim to
given how repetitive image culture is. The
proliferation of images also begs the question of why
people con
tinue to find fascination and libidinal excitement in familiar objects.
Rosemary's plaguesome suitor, Collis Clay, sees Daddy's Girl four times
without losing interest. Clay knows a student at Yale who has seen the
film twelve times (70). Repetition does not, apparently, bore either
them. Unable to invent activities that could control alienation — and
boredom by any other name is alienation from our desires— the bored
lover or bored child seeks randomly for relief in novel places, among
novel objects or partners. Nicole eventually thinks, "Other women have
lovers .... Why shouldn't I?"
When Dick
longer
diverts attention from her ailments, she has
more use for him. Hav
loved him in order to cure herself, Nicole falls out of love when she
another objective correlative for her ennui.

7. Boredom substitutes for eros.
Nicole tries to force Dick into a recognition of
carnal longings. He
prowls in public gardens and watering-holes trying to pick up women.
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At a night-club in Rome, he smiles brazenly at an English woman and
"she smiled at him again with an invitation he understood, that denied
the flesh even in the act of tendering it" (222).
sentence ambigu
ously implies that she refuses physical contact while wanting to contin
ue flirting; yet it also implies that Dick is not interested enough in pur
suing her to bring the episode to physical consummation. In either
interpretation, "flesh" is denied. Similarly, he denies
attraction to
Rosemary, then consummates his affair with her when romance no
longer seems viable. Rosemary sleeps with Dick
she has
other
sexual experiences and
Dick represents for Rosemary an old
not a viable love object. Their sexual relation has
consequences and
therefore has an element of indifference about it.
Having investigated her own desires, Nicole forces Dick to confront
what he finds erotically appealing: young women who look up to him.
Reverting to baby-talk of the sort that characterizes their
relation
ship, Nicole challenges Dick to dance with little girls, whom he evi
dently finds attractive: "'Why don't you meet some of these ickle durls
and dance with them in the afternoon?'" (172). In response, Dick stares
"far over the heads of young maidens" (172) as if he doesn't understand
why Nicole is pushing him to seduce young women. Nicole's insight
into his libidinal urges diminishes them. He prefers to keep the func
tioning of his libido a mystery. He prefers furtive sexuality. He cruises
a woman in a dark park in Innsbruck, but she does not respond when
he noisily strikes a
He walks away thinking "he had long been
outside the world of simple desires and their fulfillments, and
was
inept and uncertain" (202). He is also
worn down and
uninter
ested in carnality to pick up someone in a public park.
and
romance, in the end, accomplish nothing for Dick, so
seeks refuge in
the negation of eros. There is nothing novel in sex; therefore, I renounce sex.
Boredom masks instinctual death drives, the utter defeat of libidinal
impulses. Furthermore, the specious claim that
desires have ever
been "simple"
contradicted
and again by Dick's inability to
understand his complex relation to desire, as a means to dominate, to
placate, or to manipulate others. Desire is not an end in itself. Many
women find Dick seductive and charming. He, however, ceases to find
eros adequate, vital, or, perhaps, crucial to his sense of self. He
of the erotic shenanigans of his friends by flirting in a detached manner.
eover,
prefers mental blankness available in alcohol to flirtation
Nor
that might end in sex. As the novel concludes, Dick idly teases Mary
th. He
he acts his role as Lothario
to
without
some
commitment
to to seduction.
if
Cruelly,
thinks of flirtation as a
to force Mary into believing in
love, without believing himself that
loves her (314). Rosemary points
out that Dick is a born actor because he reserves all of his emotions
(105). If love brings no one any happiness in Tender is the Night, all
erotic attachments imply manipulation of
sort, it would be better
live beyond eros. Subduing
however, plunges Dick
the
slough of indecision where lack of commitment leads
inertia.
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8. Boredom precipitates tragedy.

Almost all of Fitzgerald's novels involve characters who devise
entertainments to distract attention
their vacuous lives. Fitzger
ald's narrative technique
suggests detachment: third-person voic
es accentuate the remoteness of narrator from action in This Side of Par
adise and The Beautiful and the
In the former, culturally condi
tioned fatigue is a precursor to poetic creation. Amory in This
of
Paradise scribbles poems about "Yawning and wondering all evening
through" (135) as he muddles his way
a definition of poetry. The
pose of romantic detachment, the habit of over-scrupulously evaluating
his options before
acts on them, push Amory into weariness. Fur
thermore,
cannot figure out which woman deserves to be the object
of his undergraduate ardor. Clara, Isabelle, and Rosalind, among oth
ers, star in the theater of Amory's affections. They all behave according
to his voluptuous, if meretricious, fantasies. He's bored by each of them,
or they are bored
him. Boredom similarly
Gloria and Anthony
in The Beautiful and the Damned and is
figured as a problematic rela
tion of gender: "Gloria lulled Anthony's mind
sleep. She, who
of all women the wisest and the finest, hung like a brilliant cur
tain across his doorways, shutting out the light of the sun" (191). Glo
ria and Anthony travel with "a sort of lassitude" (131)
destination
to destination in the same manner that Tom and Daisy Buchanan in The
Great Gatsby drift from Newport to France to New
to Long Island.
Boredom typically underlies the lust for travel in Fitzgerald's novels.
More typically still, boredom disguises the failure to reckon the cost
personal commitments — the way Tom and Daisy, for instance, cava
lierly disregard the death of Myrtle Wilson, despite their complicity in
it, and leave Long Island avoid suspicion. Travel conceals moral fail
ure. Tragedy in Fitzgerald's fiction is, therefore, a compound of failure
to understand oneself and a failure to account for the variety of motives
hidden within nervous traveling.5
In Tender is the
Tommy Barban gallivants from place to place.
veteran of the Great War, he provokes a duel with Albert McKisco and
later challenges Dick to give up Nicole. Tommy craves action merely to
disturb the placid surface of post-war ease. Boredom is a state of ten
sion for
that requires violent disruption. Action gives him some
thing to do. He displays a "faint disgust" at all times in his face, espe
cially in "the inability of the mouth to endure boredom" (18). Tommy
erases boredom by injuring others. His violent tendencies are mirrored
throughout the
in a series of inexplicable
such as the death
of Peterson, the man
looks for Abe North at the Ritz. Peterson's
death has
consequence, except for
deleterious effects
She breaks down, again, in the bathroom. Other instances of random
violence have little significance beyond their suggestion of the way vio
lence relieves pent-up lovers' frustrations. Maria Wallis, an American,
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shoots an Englishman at the train station. The Englishman is not her
husband, but aside from that, few details are given about
motive for
homicide. The shooting vanishes from consciousness almost immedi
ately: "the women, missing something, lapsed
a vague unhappi
ness. Then, as if nothing had happened, the lives of the Divers and their
friends flowed out
the street" (85). Irony here derives not just from
the failure of the
to respond humanely to this violent episode, but
also from Fitzgerald's sense that triviality of response helps repress
"horrified" (85) feelings that
one in the group identifies or address
es.
pursuit of amusement prevents them from speaking seriously or
morally even about questions that deserve serious,
responses.
Not even violence disturbs
Americans absorbed in amusing them
selves to death.
Trivialization disguises the moral dimensions of
Tragedy, in
Fitzgerald's fiction, often expresses itself as trivialization. Seeing
actions as trivial, not tragic, causes characters to repeat the past. Tender
is the Night is tragic insofar as it returns to the past as a place of possi
bility. Unable to interpret the meaning of events, characters treat the
past as a cipher for lost amusements and lost romances. Abe North can
not escape his previous, if limited, successes, nor can Dick Diver con
ceive of his return to profitable research. They live in the past as a myth
ic, timeless zone, much as Gatsby declares to Nick
in The
Great Gatsby that one can turn back time and recapture lost youth and
love. Time does not budge for Gatsby. Being stuck in the past and wor
rying about missed opportunities are aspects of tragedy. Rosemary
Hoyt can never be tragic because she lives in an eternal present at the
movies and because she pragmatically dissociates herself from pain.
past amuses her, nothing more. "So much
— so long ago" (99),
Rosemary thinks about her Riviera friends. She envies "their fun, imag
ining a life of leisure unlike her own.
knew little of leisure but she
the respect for it of those who have never
it. She thought of it
as resting, without realizing that the Divers were as far
relaxing as
she was herself" (99). Fun diverts Rosemary away from recognizing
that dissipated Americans are tragic, not trivial, characters.

9. The bored subject avoids trauma.
Boredom was a cultural response in the 1920s and 1930s to
traumat
ic devastations of war. Boredom, too, is a prerogative of class, a way of
preserving ideology by feigning indifference. Walter Benjamin calls
boredom "an index of participation in the collective sleep" (Buck-Morss
105). Social-climbing Madame Verdurin in Marcel Proust's Remembrance
of Things Past calls anyone
occupies a different league of taste or
social connections than she does a "bore," and exiles them
her "lit
tle clan" (312). Cecilia, the rich heroine of Elizabeth Bowen's To the
North, flies from taxi to train, from
to dinners, in a frenzy of bore
only charm "kept her at all times from being quite a bore" (39).
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Alternating fits of anxiety and tedium underlie the behavior of socialites
in George Cukor's 1933 film Dinner at Eight and Henry Green's 1939
satirical
Party Going. In the 1930s, ennui was the predominant
pose that repressed awareness of social unrest, unemployment, and
political strife.
T. S. Eliot's The Waste Land, which Fitzgerald, like everyone else,
avidly, records the anomie of the inter-war period as the feeling
wastefulness and emotional detachment. In Ernest Hemingway's The
Sun Also
Jake Barnes, injured in action during the war, avoids talk
ing about that late catastrophe. "'I got hurt in the war,' I said [to Geor
gette]. 'Oh, that dirty war' [she replied]. We would probably have gone
and discussed the war and agreed that it was in reality a calamity for
civilization, and perhaps would have been better avoided. I was bored
enough" (Hemingway 17). Only in
under conditions of acute
dreariness, does Jake think about the traumatic past. His statement
means two things: he's nearly bored enough to
about the past (the
past can only be revealed in moments of inattention); he's bored enough
and cannot continue with this line of conversation (the past cannot be
revealed except in casual squibs of information, discharged while flirt
ing, and meant to enhance Jake's heroic, if reserved, masculinity). Bore
dom brings disclosure; boredom brings avoidance. Given Jake's taciturn
character, he more likely wishes to curtail the conversation. Boredom
acts as a symptom of his barely controlled hysteria about the war. He's
bored already and says nothing further about his non-specific war
wound. Like the disembodied speakers in Eliot's The Waste
the
characters in Hemingway's novel suffer from a cultural form of bore
dom: the posture of not talking about the catastrophes and personal
costs of war. When Dick, Rosemary, Abe, and others visit the battle
fields of World War I, Dick, who did not see active duty, provides com
mentary on European civilization. Abe,
see active duty and has
lost his creativity, says, like a character out of The Waste Land,
"'There are lots of people dead
and we'll all be dead soon'" (56).
Abe's desperate pursuit of
throughout Tender is the Night disguises
the costs that war otherwise inflicts on its survivors. Boredom thus
becomes a pre-requisite for civilized behavior. One refuses to speak
about the depredations of the past in order to preserve a spurious
of order and ease in the present.
10. Hollywood localizes boredom.

Traumatic events in Tender is the Night, such as war and incest, get trans
lated into entertainment, such as a tourist
to
trenches and a
screening of Daddy's Girl. Cinema, as entertainment, permits avoidance
of trauma, even as cinematic representation repeats traumatic occur
rences. As a strategy of avoidance offering fun instead of fear, cinema,
treated as a simulacrum of celebrity culture and
vicissitudes in Anita
Loos's 1925 novel Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, diverts audiences with com
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edy. Ditzy Lorelei Lee, protagonist of Loos's novel, thinks she might
scream if she can't find something to put her mind on — shopping,
deceiving, chatting, screen-acting. Always on the look-out for a rich
husband, Lorelei puts up with hours of male conversation: "Gerry talks
to me for hours and hours
marriage]. I mean he never seems to
get tired of talking and he does not
to even
to go to
or
dance or do anything
but talk, and if I don't really have something
definite to put my mind on
I will scream" (Loos 16-17). Lorelei's is
a droll boredom because she feigns interest
manipulating wealthy
men
buying her tiaras, dinners, and clothes. Lorelei fears
indefiniteness will undo
so she seizes every opportunity that comes
her way to promote
career. When she sees "Doctor Froyd" in Vien
na (88-90), he cannot believe she acts on all her impulses.6
She represses nothing, not even her aggression. Back in Little Rock,
she had "quite a bad case of histerics" (Loos 25) and shot her employer,
also happened to be her unfaithful lover. Lorelei
out, how
ever, that boredom allows her to connive. While pretending to be naive
and disaffected, Lorelei draws other people out and makes men fall
love with her. Boredom, as a pose, ironically makes Lorelei
much
stupider than she is. However, always looking for an opportunity, she
allows no one to get the better of her. Similarly, because she suffers from
malaise, Nicole controls the flow of eros in courtship and marriage
Tender is the Night.
onus falls
Dick to amuse and distract her.
Hence, Dick develops an insatiable appetite for parties, initially as dis
tractions for Nicole's unhappiness and later as distractions for his own
ennui.
In Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, Lorelei marries a rich husband and con
vinces him to finance her career as a Hollywood
In Tender is the
Night, Rosemary and Dick consummate their affair after a lapse of
boredom and stardom both depend
moody performance. The
locus of American boredom, Hollywood signifies not an escape from
tedium, but
conversion into a commodity retailed at movie palaces.
Making movies gives Lorelei's husband and her assorted suitors some
thing to do.
codes of tedium cross with the codes of Hollywood in
Tender is the Night, as they do in other American fiction that concentrates
cinema as a metaphor for scopophilia and spiritual emptiness, such
as Nathanael West's The
of the Locust or Joan Didion's Play As It
Lays. In Tender is the
Hollywood serves as the sign of how the
American pursuit of amusement arises from and complements bore
dom. Rosemary Hoyt
at her film career but does not con
fuse celebrity with authenticity. Those outside the movie industry lan
guish in the doldrums because they imagine that real life and
romance exist inside cinematic representations. Nicole, for instance,
thinks Tommy Barban looks like "all the adventurers in the movies"
(269). According to Kaethe Gregorovius, Nicole resembles Norma Tal
madge, the Hollywood star (239).
Unlike those
see themselves refracted through cinematic repre
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sentations, Dick repudiates movies. When Rosemary tells Dick she has
arranged a screen-test for him, he recoils in horror. To appear on film
would be to publicize
private woes and to
himself an icon
bored, wealthy Americans. Still believing himself a professional psy
chiatrist, Dick avoids the stigma of celebrity as earnestly as Lorelei and
Rosemary seek it out.
modern film screen, like the postmodern tele
vision
portrays impossible happiness and romance. Véronique
Nahoum-Grappe writes that television "struggles against the latent
ennui that
at the bottom of vacant hours: the preference for news,
then for police shows, the pleasure of the big picture, the presentation
of the most spick-and-span objects, the most beautiful women, offered
from every angle for visual consumption, all
things in
corner
of the living room, in the hospital ward, in the communal room of a
shelter, before the sofa where retirees gape, make of this piece of furni
ture a major invention in the collective struggle against ordinary bore
dom" (176)7
Television may offer resistance
ennui, yet in the society of the
spectacle, TV and cinema prove to viewers how ordinary life is, how
fallen by comparison with sitcom perfection. In the end, television and
cinema diffuse boredom as much as they counteract it. Dick avoids the
movies because they expose too sharply his disaffection with life as it is.
11. Boredom is a form of narcissism.
Throughout Tender is the Night, homosexual characters appear and dis
appear. Homosexuality does not provide an alternative to heterosexual
partnerships. It points the way towards a conception of romance as
transient. In fact, the queer characters, Campion and Dumphrey, have
an unhappy break-up early in the narrative. Rejected by his lover, Luis
Campion weeps in the courtyard of Gausse's Hotel. Discovered by
Rosemary, Campion exclaims, "'It's always the same. . . . When you're
older you'll know what people
love suffer.
agony. It's better
to be cold and young than to love. It's happened to me before but never
like this — so accidental — just when everything was
well'" (41).
Although Rosemary, realizing that Campion has been dumped by
Dumphrey, quivers with disgust, she is too cold-hearted
understand
that love affairs conclude in tears and suffering. Nevertheless, the
homosexual paradigm inaugurates the paradigm for other break-ups,
and break-downs, in the novel. Angus Collins argues that homosexual
in the novel serves as "a symbol of moral and sexual chaos"
leads to "an ethic of release" from creative blockage for Fitzgerald (170,
171). Jacqueline Tavernier-Courbin, noting Dick's association with
homosexuality, thinks him the only character "destroyed by his sensu
ality" (462) in the novel, but also argues that he craves love that
one
can satisfy. Fitzgerald haggled with Maxwell Perkins about "the
of the fairies and the scene of the Lesbians." He wanted Perkins to
finesse
episodes past the Book of the Month Club. Perkins was
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requested to "dub" both scenes into the book proofs; they
been edit
ed away in serial publication of the novel in Scribner's Magazine between
January and April, 1934 (Bruccoli and Duggan 326-327).
Although Fitzgerald's own attitude towards homosexuality was
usually thoughtless, he uses homosexuals in Tender is the Night as mark
ers of sensual narcissism copied by Dick. Freud, in
1913 essay "On
Narcissism," claims that homosexuality is an ailment of self-absorption:
"We have discovered, especially clearly in people whose libidinal devel
opment has suffered some disturbance, such as perverts and homosex
uals, that in their later choice of love-objects they have taken as a model
not their mother but their
selves" (554). Freud postulates a prima
ry narcissism in everyone, a more-or-less healthy instinct for self-preser
vation that shifts
auto-eroticism. The normative narcissist learns to
translate that eros to a love-object outside the self, while retaining a
sense of bodily gratification
by the self. If we adopt Freud's
psychoanalytic paradigm of self-serving desire
those romantic
liaisons found in Fitzgerald's novel, we arrive at the insight that the socalled homosexual narcissism of Campion and Dumphrey becomes the
pattern for other characters
indulge in moments of trans-gendered
high-jinks. Many characters in this novel are a bit queer, cavalierly so.
Dick amuses his companions on the beach by dressing up in "black lace
drawers" (21). McKisco comments contemptuously about Dick's curi
ous garb, "'Well, if that isn't a pansy's trick!'" (21). Dick's momentary
transvestism might be interpreted in the light of
version of
improper narcissism, making Dick an object of desire. Coded as homo
sexual, Dick's trick draws attention to his body and, ulteriorly, to Dick's
typical demeanor as a listener and helper. The pansy's trick diverts peo
ple and points out the fundamental narcissism of lounging
the beach.
Generally, "Dick's parties were all concerned with excitement, and a
chance of fresh night air was the more precious for being experienced in
the intervals of the excitement" (76). In one night-long
spent tra
versing Paris, sometimes in the Shah of Persia's new car, sometimes
a cart-load of carrots, an ever-shifting party of people
come and
depart as if by some schedule known only to Dick, supposedly mani
fests the fun-loving character of Americans, but the party has
point.
It does not "bring someone out," as débutante balls do; it does not throw
people together in a mix of social classes the way Gatsby's gaudy parties
do in The Great Gatsby.
Paris party in Tender is the Night merely man
ifests a narcissistic desire to extract as much pleasure
other people
without the bother of having to contribute anything very amusing one
self.
implicit connections between homosexuality and narcissism are
confused further when Mary North and Lady Caroline, rich and bored,
dress up as male, French sailors and cruise the docks of Antibes: "'
was merely a lark,' said Lady Caroline with
'We were pretending
to be sailors
leave, and we picked up two silly girls. They got the
wind up and made a rotten scene in a lodging house'" (303). The
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women abridge their activities in the telling. How, for instance, and
why, do Lady Caroline and Mary North end up in a lodging house with
two French girls? What did they propose to do? Lady Caroline and
the same costume in order to go cruising, just as earlier in the
novel Nicole begins to write to Dick Diver during the war because "she
had heard from America how girls wrote to soldiers whom they did not
know" (121). Mimicry produces eros. Eros inspires mimicry. Uncertain
how to masquerade as an adult woman, Nicole imitates other American
women. Similarly, Lady Caroline and Mary copy each other sartorially.
Duplicating each other, they can investigate an illicit, homosexual desire
latent in each other. Their "lesbianism," fleeting as it is, gives them
something
do, a caprice with almost no trace of eros attached.
While treating a recalcitrant Chilean homosexual named Francisco
whose father has tried to bully
into heterosexuality, Dick comes "as
close" as he "had
come
comprehending such a character from
any but the pathological angle — he gathered that this very charm made
it possible for Francisco
perpetrate
outrages" (245). Dick customarily responds with disgust to homosexuality. He relents somewhat
when
sees Francisco as charming, someone who conforms to Dick's
model of engaging solicitude. This insight
the benefits of
regardless of sexual orientation, suggests that charm is not an
aspect of sexuality. Dick, like Francisco, wants to charm rather than
seduce, wants
be thought intelligent rather than to be intelligent.
Ultimately, eros does not fulfill Dick. Seeing his resemblance to Fran
cisco, Dick renounces his charm because it is neither original nor exclu
sively heterosexual. Furthermore, charm ultimately has
conse
quence, regardless of
heterosexual or homosexual possessor: "for
Dick, charm always
an independent existence" (245). Although
charm sometimes incites sexual interest, it can also defuse eros. Charm
is not, after all, the same thing as flirting. It is sometimes necessary to
be charming when one has
interest in flirting. Dick charms because
does not want to offend, not because others pique his curiosity.
Charm, like the boredom it sometimes countervails, denies the body
and
appetites.
12. Boredom transforms the body.

Waiting in a restaurant, Dick Diver observes that Americans have no
sense of repose. They constantly touch their faces, adjust their sus
penders, or scratch their scalp (51-52). This agitation bespeaks insecuri
ty about the existence of the body and
desires. Americans touch
themselves to ensure that they are corporeally present.
bored indi
vidual spurns the body and enters a zone of unimaginable isolation. I'm
bored out of my skull. I'm bored beyond belief. Having renounced desire,
Dick Diver, has a casual interest in knowing that desire still exists, even
as a category without personal application. Dick is "not 'gnawed' by the
desire of the Other," as
Žižek puts the case of those who live out
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side the demands of eros (243). He wills himself to live beyond the
demands of the Other, which is to say, Dick wants to live in a state of
apathy. Curious about all forms of erotic challenge and combination,
Dick has, out of an ennui that puts Madame Bovary's to shame, exempt
ed himself from feelings of engagement. Quite possibly
feels
need
for love. He has no sense of lack. He is, in himself, too intact. For that
reason, others, unable to bear his intactness, wish to see him ruined, as
he does himself. Self-sufficiency seems abnormal. Dick hovers, disem
bodied, outside the direct representation of action at the
of the
novel. People report his whereabouts, but
ceases to exist as a physi
cal presence. His boredom, finally, is a symptom of getting rid of the
body and
desires. His declaration that he, of all Americans, is the
only one to possess "repose" (51),
bodily needs. One may be dri
ven out of one's mind with boredom, but Dick Diver is
driven out
of his body.
13. Terminal boredom is an escape, or an attempt to escape, from desire.

"We can think of boredom as a defense against waiting, which is, at one
remove,
acknowledgment of the possibility of desire," writes Adam
Phillips (76). In this ante-room of action, boredom is the best refutation
of objects of desire. Patricia Spacks claims that modernists
"a sign
of virtue in boredom" (219). For Dick Diver, and for Americans in Ten
der is the Night, not to
anything at all is failure of
a failure,
the last analysis, to behave as Americans. This may constitute Dick's
tragedy:
has
himself entirely from the circuits of desire.
Remote from the giddy alternations of tedium and amusement, Dick in
America is talked of but never seen. He travels from town to
and
practices medicine in order to have something to do, without expecting
that action will relieve
of the fundamental boredom that governs
and sustains his life.

Notes
1. Seneca uses the phrase, "tedium vitae," which
common currency
in the Roman
in an approving comment on Epictetus. In Moral
Letters to Lucilius (number XXIV), Seneca laments, "Nihil novi facio, nihil
novi video; fit aliquando et huius rei nausia [I do nothing new, I see
nothing new, and this sometimes results in nausea]" (180; translation
modified). Reinhard Kuhn (15-64) and Madeleine Bouchez survey liter
ary boredom and
relation to acedia (torpor or inertia), otium (leisure
as laziness), and tristitia (dejection or immense suffering). Patrice
(265-284) provides a concise round-up of postmodernism in relation to
boredom. Other pertinent
the topic are cited throughout this
essay. For the sake of variety, I use the terms "ennui" and "boredom"
interchangeably, but I am conscious of the fact that "ennui" often signi
fies annoyance and abjection within tedium vitae.
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2. Sara Murphy, ostensible model for Nicole Diver, despised Tender is
the Night and
parallels between
life and Fitzgerald’s
3. Critics interpret seduction in the
according to conventions
tragedy (Merrill 597-615), American identity (Callahan 374-395), or sex
ual politics (Fetterley 111-128). Harold Beaver emphasizes Dick's
"passé" charm and "old-fashioned" behavior in conflict with modern
mores (66).
4. Fitter analyzes Fitzgerald's "socialism" and his position vis-à-vis cap
italism (1-21). Nunokawa discusses the relation between the brevity of
homosexual desire and the equal brevity of the frisson produced by
shopping (160-161).
5. Judith Fetterley gives a full account of gender relations and Fitzger
ald's ambivalence about women's work. Fetterley usefully argues that
the representation of women as workers manifests Fitzgerald's ambiva
lence about femininity. She extends this point to demonstrate that
Fitzgerald's "negative attitude toward conventional masculinity is
deeply embedded in the imaginative structure of Tender is the Night"
(126). In part, tragedy resides in uneasiness about designated gender
roles for both men and women.
6. Idiosyncratic spelling belongs to Lorelei,
keeps a journal to
improve her mind.
7. This is my translation. Nahoum-Grappe's book persuasively
for the alignment of ugliness, anorexia, grayness, and television with
"ordinary boredom. "
is especially good at conveying the postmod
ern capacity for overlooking squalor — her favorite example of
being masticated wads of chewing gum left in gooey lumps on the plat
forms of Paris subway stations (105 and passim). She diagnoses the dif
fusion, adoption, and resistance to televisual and fictional representa
tions of "la vraie vie," or "real life," that exists always in someone else's
world rather than our own. Her sociological study of boredom is amus
and perceptive; it has shaped my thinking about cruelty and illusion
as aspects of contemporary boredom.
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